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Abstract: Must rational thinkers have consistent sets of beliefs? I shall 
argue that it can be rational for a thinker to believe a set of propositions 
known to be inconsistent. If this is right, an important test for a theory of 
rational belief is that it allows for the right kinds of inconsistency. One 
problem we face in trying to resolve disagreements about putative rational 
requirements is that parties to the disagreement might be working with 
different conceptions of the relevant attitudes. My aim is modest. I hope 
to show that there is at least one important notion of belief such that a 
thinker might rationally hold a collection of beliefs (so understood) even 
when the thinker knows their contents entail a contradiction.  

  
0. Introduction 
Consistency principles, as they're understood here, imply that each belief in a collection can only 
have important epistemic properties or epistemically important properties if the set of these beliefs 
is logically consistent. Here are three such principles. Accuracy is an epistemically important 
property. Being knowledge is an important epistemic property. Being an objectively epistemically 
desirable belief is another important epistemic property. In each case, the relevant beliefs can only 
have these properties if they’re true. A collection of beliefs must be consistent if each belief in that 
collection is true. There are at least three true consistency principles.  
 These aren't the interesting principles. The interesting principles concern properties that 
even false beliefs can have. Consider being probable. This might be an epistemically important 
property. Each belief in a collection might be probable even if the set of these beliefs is 
inconsistent.1 What about rationality? A collection of your rational beliefs might include 
falsehoods. Mine almost certainly would. Would a collection of your rational beliefs be consistent?       
 We can make a prima facie plausible case for thinking that a set of rational beliefs might 
be inconsistent using a suitable version of a preface case (Makinson, 1965). Imagine n friends visit 
your home over the course of the year. Each is supposed to add an interesting new fact to your 
visitor's book. For each of the n entries, it seems that it might be rational to believe what your 
friend wrote. Imagine the nth friend's entry is that one of the previous entries is mistaken.2 This, 
too, might be worthy of belief. It thus seems that it can be rational to believe each entry to be 
correct even if it's certain that this collection is inconsistent.3   
 To help sell this suggestion, I often add the following points. First, it would be dogmatic 
not to believe the nth entry just as it would be dogmatic not to believe the first, the second, the 
third, etc. Second, it would be arbitrary to believe the nth entry and believe only some of the 
previous entries as if that would avoid the problem.4 Third, it would be far too externalist to say 
that a rational thinker will believe all the entries except the false one. Fourth, it would be far too 
sceptical to say that a rational thinker will believe nothing in the book (Littlejohn & Dutant, 2020). 
The beliefs of a rational thinker do not reflect the sceptic’s unreasonable aversion to risk, the 

 
1 For example, if I roll a six-sided die, the propositions that I did not roll 1, that I did not roll 2, ..., that I did not roll 
6 are each probable. So, too, is the proposition that I either rolled a 1, rolled a 2, ..., or rolled a 6. Each proposition is 
probable, but the set is inconsistent.  
2 We can imagine that you and each of the authors had memorised the book's contents and so knew what was and 
what was not in the book.  
3 For dissenting views, see Adler (2002) and Ryan (1991, 1996). 
4 One line to consider, mentioned to me by Sam Carter, is that it is indeterminate which belief is not rational to hold 
and determinate that at least some beliefs would not be rational to hold. My view is that this either involves a kind of 
objectionable arbitrariness or externalism.  



dogmatist’s conviction that he does not make mistakes, or an arbitrary pattern of commitment to 
the propositions considered.  
 When I've tried to make my pitch for the rational permissibility of inconsistency to 
students and colleagues, they’re not always moved by these points. Sometimes this scepticism is 
due to uncertainty about the notion of belief. Is my notion their notion? Do we even have a good 
grip on what our own notion is? We lack mutual knowledge of a shared understanding of what 
belief is supposed to be. This impedes progress. In §1, I shall try to clarify one debate we might 
have about the consistency principle by helping us get a fix on one important notion of belief. In 
§2, I shall argue against the consistency principle. In §3, I shall try to strengthen my case by 
addressing an interesting and important objection. In this section, I shall explain why my 
arguments should be seen as compelling by epistemologists who see themselves as defending non-
sceptical views that respect the separateness of propositions (Berker, 2013).  
 
1. Belief 
To answer questions about the consistency principle, we need to have a sufficiently clear 
understanding of the attitude(s) picked out by our talk of ‘belief’. What is this thing I want us to 
discuss using this talk of 'belief'?  

If we think belief is tightly connected with high degrees of confidence, rational belief might 
be understood like so: 

Lockean: It is rational for a thinker to believe p iff it is rational for the 
thinker to be confident to a sufficiently high degree that p (Foley, 
2009). 

What's attractive about this view? Among other things, it lets us say that there might be both beliefs 
and credences whilst still retaining some hope that there wouldn't have to be two systems of 
representation and two fundamentally different sorts of mental states crowded into our heads 
(Sturgeon, 2008; Weatherson, 2005). The Lockean view doesn't have to say that only credence (or 
belief) guides action and doesn't have to say that credence and belief compete for control. 
Relatedly, this view predicts something that strikes many of us as obvious--that the rationality of 
various responses (belief included) supervenes upon an individual's values and their rational 
degrees of belief (Sprenger & Hartmann, 2019). It is also supported by familiar norms given some 
plausible assumptions about epistemic value. Given the assumption that believing is rational when 
believing does better in terms of expected epistemic value than suspension or the absence of belief 
would and given the assumption that epistemic value should be understood in terms of accuracy, 
we can show that the Lockean view must be correct (Dorst, 2019; Easwaran, 2016). It is also a 
view many non-philosophers find quite natural.  
 Provided the Lockean view doesn't require the highest degree of confidence, it isn't hard 
to see that it predicts that there should be counterexamples to the consistency principle.5 We'll 
assume that our Lockeans think that belief is sufficiently weak so as to allow that we might believe 
p even if there's some q such that we're more confident of q than p. 
 Much of the discussion of the Lockean view focuses on the question as to whether belief 
might require something more than a high degree of confidence. The view faces an interesting new 
challenge. The Lockeans I know think we only believe p if our degree of confidence in p exceeds 
.5.6 The new worry about the Lockean view is that it might be rational to believe p even if p is 
improbable. Suppose you think it's 40% likely that Venus Williams wins the tournament and the 
next most likely winners have only a 10% chance or less of winning. If asked, 'Who do you think 

 
5 Although, see Clarke (2013) for a defence of a demanding version of the Lockean view and Greco (2015) for reasons 
to think that the requirement that belief requires probability 1 is not the recipe for scepticism that many of us take it 
to be.   
6 If belief required a degree of confidence that's .5 or lower, a thinker could rationally assign p and ~p a degree of 
confidence of .5 and so 'rationally' believe p whilst rationally believing ~p. Most of us think that pairwise consistency 
is a requirement on rational belief. 



will win Wimbledon?', It seems both natural to say, 'I think Venus Williams will win' and to identify 
that as your best guess. (Granted, if asked whether Venus Williams will win or whether someone 
in the remaining field will win, you would answer, 'I think the winner will come from the field', 
but we'll explore this further below.) Fans of weak belief say that it's rational to think that p is the 
true answer to some question Q only if that's our best guess. They also think that it is proper or 
okay to think that p is the true answer to question Q when that's our best guess. Given the plausible 
assumption that 'think' and 'believe' pick out the same state of mind, neither thinking nor believing 
requires being more confident than not as our best guess in answer to a question might be nearly 
certain to be false (Holguín, 2022). 
 If the fans of weak belief think that we can think or believe things that are nearly certain 
to be false, they'll think belief is weaker than the Lockeans do. That might suggest that they would 
also be open to the idea that there can be counterexamples to the consistency principle. They are 
not open to this idea. Consider our two questions:  

Q1: Who will win?  
Q2: Will Venus win? 

Think of the possibilities that are compatible with assumptions operative in two conversational 
settings where Q1 or Q2 are under discussion. Questions will partition these possibilities and we 
can think of the cells of their partitions as complete answers to these questions. When Q1 is under 
discussion, we can think of each cell as identifying a specific winner with one player per cell. When 
Q2 is under discussion, the cells are more coarsely grained and it's Venus versus the rest of the 
field. Given the probabilities introduced above, the best guess in response to Q1 is Venus and the 
best guess in response to Q2 is the field. When we vary the questions under discussion but hold 
the credences fixed, a guess that would have been permissible had Q1 been under discussion 
needn't be when Q2 is under discussion. The appearance that incompatible thoughts might be 
sanctioned is misleading, for there's no one setting in which the incompatible guesses would be 
best and so no one setting in which they're both permitted (Dorst & Mandelkern, 2023; Horowitz, 
2019).   
 We now have our second account of belief:  

Weak: It is rational for a thinker to believe p iff p is the best guess (i.e., 
it is the most likely complete answer) in response to the contextually 
salient question under discussion (Goodman & Holguín, 2023; 
Hawthorne et al., 2016; Holguín, 2022). 

Weak doesn't predict there will be counterexamples to the consistency principle because (a) the 
best guess always corresponds to the most likely complete answer and (b) the fans of weak belief 
can say that what we can be correctly described as 'believing' or 'thinking' is always relative to some 
context with some QUD. If we shift or change the QUD, all bets are off because the fans of weak 
belief can say that what's rational to think depends upon the QUD.  
 We have two theories of belief. Each has its merits. It's easy to see what each of these 
approaches says about the consistency principle. Which of these views should we adopt? We don't 
have to adopt either. There is a notion of belief that is important and not properly characterised 
by either view. We can see this once we flesh out a functional role played by something that seems 
similar to belief and see that neither Lockean belief nor weak belief seems to play this role.  
 
2. Blame is not weak 
Let's talk about emotions. Consider four examples:  

(i) Being pleased that the dog is in the yard.  
(ii) Hoping that the dog is in the yard. 
(iii) Fearing that the dog is in the yard.  
(iv) Being upset that the dog is in the yard.  

We have four emotional responses to the possibility that the dog is in the yard. Two of these 
responses might be classified as positive emotions ((i), (ii)) and two as negative ((iii), (iv)). This 



difference seems to track the connection between an individual's wishes and the object. Suppose 
I'm about to enter the yard where I'd encounter this dog if it's been left in the yard. If that's a 
possibility I wish for, (i) or (ii) might be true of me. If, however, I wish not to encounter dogs, (iii) 
or (iv) might be true of me.  
 There's a second distinction to draw. The difference between, say, being pleased and 
displeased that p indicates a difference in what's wished for, but what accounts for the difference 
between being pleased and hoping? Presumably, someone who hopes that p wishes for p and the 
same is true of the person who is pleased that p.7 Using terminology that is now sub-optimal, 
(Gordon, 1990) describes (i) as a factive emotion and (ii) as an epistemic emotion.8 I don't want to 
get into distracting debates about whether factive emotions are factive, so I'll let readers mentally 
insert square quotes around 'factive' as they see fit. The (apparent) fact that we can be pleased that 
p only if p but hope that p even if ~p is not the one that I want to focus on. The interesting 
difference for our purposes is connected to Gordon's observation that the kinds of reasons or 
grounds we might offer to explain or justify (ii) and (iv) differ from those that we might offer to 
justify (i) or (iii). If asked, 'Why do you fear that the dog is in the yard?', a speaker might either 
offer grounds for thinking that the content is possibly true (e.g., he often forgets to bring the dog 
in) or for thinking that there's something undesirable about the prospect (e.g., his dog is aggressive 
and I need to get something from his yard). With (i) and (iii), we don't see the same diversity of 
grounds. If I ask you why you'd be pleased that the dog is in the yard, you might say that it's good 
for the dog to get some fresh air or that it's good that the dog is out of the house because she hates 
the vacuum. What we don't say is, 'Well, he often has her out this time of day' or 'He told me that 
she's in the yard now'. The reasons or grounds offered will all have to do with the desirability of p 
being true rather than evidence for thinking that p is true or grounds for thinking that it's a live 
possibility that it is.  
 Why is that? Gordon attributes this to a difference in the doxastic states of someone who 
hopes or is pleased (or fears or is displeased). We do not offer evidence for thinking p is true when 
asked to explain the factive emotions because the person who asks, 'Why are you pleased that p?' 
is convinced that p and the same is true of the person who is pleased. The truth of p would be 
common ground for the person who asks why you feel this way about p and the person who bears 
this emotional relation to p. The difference between (i) and (ii) or (iii) and (iv) is, in short, a 
difference in belief rather than wish. Hoping is wishing without believing. Being pleased requires 
believing that a wish has been granted. 
 This suggests that there's a doxastic state that, when combined with further beliefs, wishes, 
and desires, disposes someone who might otherwise hope/fear to be pleased/displeased. We 
normally describe the state that plays this role as 'belief'. I want to focus on this functional role. It's 
too often neglected in discussions of belief's functional role. It is the one most likely to put pressure 
on familiar views about the connection between belief and credence. If we want people to 
understand what belief is, directing them to think about the connection between belief, desire, and 
action is probably not helpful. A person known to be averse to getting wet and carrying an umbrella 
might be carrying that because they believe that its's raining, but they might carry it because they 
suspect that it might rain. That one carries an umbrella and is averse to rain is evidence that 
someone believes, but it's weak evidence. That someone is displeased that it is raining is decisive 
evidence that they believe. Action requires no specific beliefs and maybe no beliefs at all once we 
have desires and credences. Feeling can require specific beliefs or the absence of them.  
 Is belief as the Lockean conceives of it or weak belief suitable for playing this role of 
triggering emotional responses like being pleased or displeased? Are beliefs (so understood) 

 
7 For a fuller account of hope and one that clarifies the subtle relations between hope and belief, see Blumberg & 
Hawthorne (2022). 
8 My impression is that most authors now use the expression 'epistemic emotions' to designate emotions (e.g., 
curiosity) that have to do with epistemic evaluative properties rather than these ascriptions of emotions that seem to 
require neither knowledge nor its apparent possession of a propositional object. See Meylan (2014) for discussion.  



suitable for triggering praise or blame? Do they rationalise anger or gratitude? No, I don't think 
so. Let's consider the kinds of tennis examples that Goodman and Holguin use. I don't know 
much about tennis, but I feel generally positive about the Williams sisters and not at all positive 
about Djokovic. If you put before me the probabilities that say, in effect, that Venus and Djokovic 
are the most likely to win their respective tournaments, you can clearly get me to say things like, 'I 
think Venus will win' or 'I think Djokovic will win'. Weak belief surfaces. How do I feel about this, 
you might ask. Am I pleased that Venus will win again? Am I displeased that Djokovic will win 
again? No. Feeling pleased or displeased comes later when the matter it settled for me. The issue 
isn't that the competition hasn't ended. I could be pleased in advance that I'll beat Henry Kissinger 
in a foot race. The tennis tournament could have been played last week and the same issues arise. 
I don't pay attention to these things, so if you mention that there was a tournament, give me the 
probabilities, and ask me who I thought won, you'll get me to say, 'I think Venus won' and 'I think 
Djokovic won', but you still won't make it the case that I'm pleased in one case and displeased in 
the other. The issues have to do with epistemic position and only have to do with time to the 
extent that that's connected to position. 
 Blame is not weak. Praise is not weak. Being pleased is not weak. We are not pleased that 
p just because we wish that p and p is our best guess to the QUD, so weak belief does not seem to 
be well suited for playing one of the central functional roles that belief is meant to play. And that 
suggests that there's a doxastic state that we might have tried to pick out using talk of 'belief' (e.g., 
when we say that the difference between being pleased and hoping is due to a difference in belief 
rather than taste) that is distinct from weak belief. Is this good news for the Lockean? Hardly. 
Suppose we get a letter reporting something we had wished wouldn't be. It could be a death, a 
transgression, a win for Djokovic, etc. Upon reading the letter, we will be displeased that what we 
feared has come to pass. Let's suppose that this required having a degree of confidence that was 
beyond some threshold, t. On the Lockean view, we're in the belief state that rationalises or triggers 
the change from fearing to being displeased because and just because, thanks to the letter, we've 
crossed t. If the Lockeans were offering an account of when it's rational to be in the state that 
rationalises these emotional responses that are stronger than mere epistemic emotions, they'd say 
that the key thing is crossing t. It's not.  
 We know that it's not because we know about the vast literature on naked statistical 
evidence.9 The literature suggests that there's a right and wrong way of crossing that threshold 
when it comes to belief. This is illustrated by contrasting cases like these:  

Letter: Aunt Agnes wrote to tell you that she saw Uncle Vic participate 
in the attack on the guard.  
Prison Yard: Uncle Vic was one of N prisoners in the yard when N-1 
of the prisoners suddenly put into action a plan to attack the guard. 
(One of the prisoners exercising wasn't aware and wasn't involved.)  

We might be convinced by Agnes's letter and take up any number of attitudes towards Vic and his 
actions (e.g., blame, disappointment, displeasure). Had we known the set up outlined in Prison 
Yard, we might have been even more confident than we would have been if we'd just read the 
letter in Letter, but the standard line is that it's not reasonable to blame, to be disappointed, or to 
be displeased given the naked statistical evidence in Prison Yard. If the Lockeans think the 
weakness of weak belief is all that disqualifies weak belief from playing the functional role we're 

 
9 For arguments that blame requires something besides naked statistical evidence, see Buchak (2014), Littlejohn (2020), 
Moss (2021), Smith (2021), and Thomson (1986). Some writers think that we should explain the inability of this 
evidence to rationalise responses like punishment and blame because of moral encroachment. For a discussion, see 
Basu (2019). While agnostic about whether there is such a thing as moral encroachment, I don’t think the 
encroachment story can explain why naked statistical evidence is insufficient in principle unless it is coupled with a 
further story about how the moral encroaches upon rational credence. See Gao (2019). Even if we go this far, however, 
I’m sceptical that the encroachment story says anything enlightening about the preface-lottery contrast or helps us 
understand when it is reasonable to feel certain kinds of emotional responses. For a helpful survey of the moral 
encroachment literature, see Gardiner (2018).  



interested in, they're mistaken. Aunt Agnes might be a reliable witness, but whatever your posterior 
is in Letter (assuming that it's not maximal), we can choose a suitable N so that your posterior in 
Prison Yard is greater.  
 My pitch for the importance of strong belief that is distinct from weak belief or belief on 
the Lockean conception is that there's a doxastic state that differs from weak belief that can trigger 
factive emotional responses and explains why, given this person's tastes, they don't have the weaker 
epistemic emotion (e.g., fear as opposed to displeasure or hope as opposed to relief). This doxastic 
state is not rationalised by naked statistical evidence even when that evidence rationalises a degree 
of confidence that's greater than the degree of confidence rationalised by the kind of evidence we 
have in Letter. So, the Lockeans have not properly characterised the conditions under which it's 
rational to be in the relevant kind of doxastic state. (We can remain agnostic as to whether there 
is some additional state subject to norms that the Lockeans have captured.) The state that interests 
us might require strong evidence to be rationally held, but it doesn't just require strong evidence. 
It requires something else.   
 I'd like to explore this question about what might be needed to rationalise emotional 
responses of a certain kind. To do that, however, we'll need to introduce more terminology. Recall 
Letter. If we agree with the standard line that we can only be displeased that p if we know that p, 
being displeased that Vic attacked requires knowing that he did. In the good case, the letter in 
Letter would put you in a position to know, so when you take the contents at face value and believe 
that Vic attacked, your being disappointed might be objectively fitting to the situation or 
objectively suitable as it is both based on knowledge and inconsistent with your appropriate wishes.  
 What about a bad case, a case where you don't know because the letter's contents are false? 
We need a way of describing what's happening in this case. On a standard line, this couldn't be a 
situation in which you're displeased that Vic attacked just as this couldn't be a situation in which 
you knew that Vic attacked. Fine. You'll feel similarly in the bad case, though. Let's say that you're 
disappointed as if p if you're either in the good case and disappointed that p or in the bad case and 
otherwise similar mentally to someone in a good case. Rational belief can trigger putatively factive 
emotional responses (PFERs) when the relevant beliefs are true (and the emotional response is 
objectively fitting or suitable) and when the relevant beliefs are mistaken (and the emotional 
response is only subjectively suitable or fitting to the situation). We're primarily interested in the 
rational requirements that apply to belief, so we'll be focusing on the requirements for rationalising 
PFERs rather than the requirements for objectively fitting or suitable emotional responses. 
 Just to foreshadow things, I think that lots of epistemologists will sense an opportunity 
here to pitch their preferred theory of rational belief, particularly if it's one on which the conditions 
under which it's rational to believe involve more or less than high probability. They'll say that 
rational belief (as they understand it) rationalises these PFERs. I think we should test competing 
theories of rational belief by testing to see whether they give us a plausible story of the states of 
mind that rationalise PFERs, but let's not forget our history. In prior discussions of factive 
emotions and the doxastic differences between such emotional responses and epistemic emotions, 
the standard line was that factive emotions require knowledge (Gordon, 1990; Unger, 1975).  This 
seems to be evidenced by at least the following observations. First, this seems like an unhappy 
thing to say:  

1. Agnes was displeased that Vic joined in the attack, but she 
didn't know that he was involved.  

According to some, this is an unhappy thing to say because it can only be true that someone is 
displeased or pleased that p if they know that p. This also seems like a bad thing to say:  

2. Agnes was displeased that Vic joined in the attack. Not only 
that, she knew that knew that he assaulted someone.  

The second bit seems redundant given the first, but that's an indication that the information 
contained in the second part is contained in the first. That's some evidence that the first part is 
true only if the second part is. Relatedly, this seems like a bad question to ask:  



3. Agnes was displeased that Vic joined in the attack, but did 
she know that he was involved?  

 I think this provides us with a clue about what belief is supposed to be (i.e., which beliefs 
are objectively suitable and which ones are subjectively suitable). If it's supposed to be suitable for 
playing a functional role and that includes, inter alia, triggering seemingly factive emotions, we 
might think that beliefs do what they're supposed to do only when they're knowledge. Much in the 
way that there's something wrong or inappropriate with being upset when, as you'd put it, p, there's 
something wrong or inappropriate with believing that something upsetting has happened when 
you don't know that it has. The preferred development of a knowledge-first theory of rationality 
favours a particular line on consistency, but we'll hear from the other side on this debate.  
 
3. Against Consistency 
Let's consider some new letters:  

Letter: Aunt Agnes wrote to tell you that Vic has passed away. 
Letters such as this are potential sources of knowledge. Suppose we're in the good case. In light 
of the letter, we can imagine that you're quite upset that Vic has passed. Grief is a fitting response, 
objectively and subjectively.  
 If that's true in this case, it could be true in these cases, too:  

Letter 2: Grandma Brenda wrote to say that Charis passed away.  
Letter 3: Uncle Chuck wrote to say that Dinesh passed away.  
...  
Letter 100: Cousin Zelda wrote to say that Alice passed away.  

With each letter, a new opportunity for knowledge and rational belief. With each new letter, we 
get new reasons to grieve.  
 We can imagine that each letter comes from a trusted source and a reliable informant. 
We’re going to explore some questions about what attitudes might be rational to hold when we 
learn further things about these letters and the beliefs we have about their contents, but let’s pause 
to think about what makes it rational to believe in each instance the contents of these letters 
considered on their own. Suppose we want to explain why this kind of testimony provides an 
opportunity for rational belief when naked statistical evidence wouldn't. One going theory is that 
the kind of naked statistical evidence we might get in a lottery case, say, rationalises a high degree 
of confidence but doesn't make outright belief rational because the situations in which that 
evidence supports a falsehood aren't less normal than the situations in which it supports a truth 
(Smith, 2016). This is the normic support view. When it comes to the letters, the rough idea is that 
the letters can provide normic support as evidenced by the fact that their falsity would require a 
special kind of explanation that isn’t required when naked statistical evidence supports a falsehood. 
It’s a helpful foil for two reasons. First, it says (correctly, I think) that naked statistical evidence 
does not make it rational to believe in the sense we’re interested in. Second, it predicts that there 
is a consistency requirement on rational belief. In my view, it gets something importantly right 
that the weak belief view and Lockean view get wrong whilst also getting something wrong because 
it imposes a consistency requirement. There's a related theory says that it's evident that an 
explanatory connection between fact and belief is missing in the lottery cases, but not the 
testimony cases (Nelkin, 2000). The lack of rational support in the lottery case can be explained in 
terms of the obviousness of the lack of this support. I mention this view to set it aside because 
whilst this view is similar to the normic support view, it is difficult to see what it predicts about 
consistency.  
 An entirely different approach is a knowledge-centred approach. In the naked statistical 
evidence cases like Prison Yard, the evidence both warrants a high degree of confidence and makes 
it certain that you’re not in a position to know. If we think that believing rationally requires 
believing in a way that’s sufficiently similar in subjective respects to a possible case of knowledge 
(Bird, 2007; Ichikawa, 2014; Rosenkranz, 2021), it’s easy enough to see why the kind of support 



that testimony provides differs in kind from the support naked statistical evidence provides. 
Letters can transmit knowledge on all the going theories of knowledge. Naked statistical evidence 
cannot provide knowledge on many of the most plausible theories of knowledge.10 That’s the 
difference. There’s a version of the knowledge-centred view that I prefer, a view on which rational 
beliefs are rational because they’re sufficiently likely to be knowledge (Littlejohn & Dutant, 
forthcoming). Testimony makes it rational to believe when it is rational to be sufficiently confident 
that the testimony is a basis for knowing. Because it is certain that naked statistical evidence is not 
a basis for knowing, it is not a basis for rational belief. These knowledge-centred views seem to 
differ from the normic support view in the following way. In a suitably described preface case, it 
seems that we might have an inconsistent set of propositions where each proposition is such that 
it is highly likely to be something we do know or could know. Thus, on our preferred knowledge-
centred view (and unlike the normic support view), the lottery and the preface differ in an 
important way. Because we can know quite a lot in preface cases and nothing in lottery cases, we 
can have rational beliefs in the former and not in the latter.  
 Let’s return to the letters. Letter rationalises grief. The same goes for Letter 2. The same 
goes for letters 3 through 100. Letter rationalises grief only if it makes it rational to believe that a 
loved one has been lost. That holds for the other letters, too. In this setting, everyone seems to 
agree to this much and agree that the reason that the letter rationalises grief is not that it rationalises 
a higher degree of confidence than one warranted in a lottery case. When we believe the contents 
of any letter, there's some non-zero chance that we'll believe a falsehood and/or believe something 
we don't know. Bearing this in mind, imagine that each author is equally reliable and equally 
deserving of our trust and let's suppose that your confidence in each case that the contents of the 
letter are accurate is .95. Given this and assuming that the authors reports were suitably 
independent, the expected number of errors in this collection of errors is 5. The actual number 
might be smaller. It might be larger. That's the expected number, however. 
 Here’s my first observation: 

Expected Error Tolerance: It can be rational to believe p even 
when it is part of a large set of similarly supported beliefs where the 
expected number of errors contained in this set is much larger than 
one.   

Upon pain of scepticism, Expected Error Tolerance must hold. We should note, however, that 
tolerance has its limits:  

Limited Expected Error Tolerance: It cannot be rational to 
believe p when it is part of a large set of similarly supported beliefs 
where the expected number of errors is greater than the expected 
number of accurate beliefs.  

This is a consequence of the idea that a rational belief is, inter alia, more likely than not to be correct 
in light of the thinker’s information. Combined, we get the idea that the set of things rationally 
believed is not the set of things that are completely certain and that information that makes you 
think it’s less likely than not that p should lead you to abandon that belief.11  
 What about actual error? What happens when you get evidence that establishes to your 
own satisfaction this?  

Concession: One of the beliefs based on the letters received is 
mistaken.   

 
10 Although, see Engel (2021) and Gibbons (2013) for dissenting views on knowledge and lotteries.  
11 In Littlejohn & Dutant (forthcoming), we argue that an advantage of the Lockean view and our preferred theory of 
rational belief is that it explains why rational belief is connected to expected desirability and why rational tolerance for 
the expectation of error has its limits. On our view, rational beliefs are rational because they’re sufficiently likely to be 
knowledge. We think it is a desiderata on a theory of rational belief that it actually explains these tolerance principles. 
Of course, these principles are controversial. See Smith (forthcoming) for a defence of the view that it can be rational 
to believe the highly improbable.  



The Lockeans will say that the evidence in light of which we know the expected number of errors 
exceeds one is the kind of evidence that makes it rational to believe Concession, but we’re not 
Lockeans. We might think, for example, that naked statistical evidence wouldn’t warrant 
Concession even when, in light of it, we acknowledge that the number of expected errors greatly 
exceeds one. Testimony, however, could provide rational support for Concession much in the way 
that it provided rational support for beliefs about your various distant relatives via the death letters. 
Should we say that testimony can both support believing the contents of each letter and 
Concession when the thinker knows that the content of some letter must be mistaken if 
Concession is correct?  
 My first point in favour of rational inconsistency is based on a thought and an observation. 
The thought is that clear cases of knowledge are plausible cases of rational belief. The observation 
is this: 

… there are important differences between the lottery and the preface. An 
especially noteworthy one is that in the preface you can have knowledge 
of the propositions that make up your book whereas in the lottery you do 
not know of any given ticket that it will lose. This difference, however, is 
to be explained by the prerequisites of knowledge, not those of rational 
belief (Foley 2009: 44). 

Like Foley, I think that the beliefs in the contents of the letters can be clear cases of knowledge 
even when we have testimony that supports Concession. And, like most epistemologists, I have 
internalist instincts about rationality. If there is one false letter in the pile, believing this letter is 
not less rational than believing the other letters. If we put this together, our intuitions about 
knowledge support the idea that there can be inconsistent sets of propositions rationally believed. 
Grief can be fitting even when the expected number of cases where grief backed by similar 
grounds is not objectively fitting is much greater than one. It can remain fitting even when the 
known number of cases where it is not objectively fitting is one. What goes for grief goes for 
belief. Grief and belief are not fitting in a lottery-type situation, but they can be subjectively and 
objectively fitting in preface-type cases.  
 The second argument for thinking that there can be inconsistent sets of propositions 
rationally believed concerns Concession and Expected Error Tolerance. Let's imagine two ways 
that the letters case could have developed:  

Mere Expectation: The letters are read and committed to 
memory. The thinker realises that there's some small chance 
that each letter is mistaken. Given their information, the 
expected number of errors is 5.  
Conviction: As before, but we add that we're told by a reliable 
source that one (and only one) letter contained an error.  

Upon pain of scepticism, it must be possible to rationally maintain each of the beliefs in Mere 
Expectation. What about Conviction? Here, some authors will say that we experience a kind of 
defeat. When the evidence warrants believing outright that one belief is mistaken, the beliefs 
cannot each be rationally held. This proposal faces two objections.  
 Remember that Expected Error Tolerance is common ground accepted by those who 
defend consistency requirements and those who reject them. Mere Expectation should be seen as 
a case in which each of the beliefs about the contents of the letters can be rationally held. The fans 
of consistency have to say that rational support is defeated or subverted to such a degree that it's 
not possible to rationally hold these beliefs in Conviction, but the 'news' we have about our beliefs 
is better in Conviction than Mere Expectation. With respect to each belief about the contents of 
each letter, your confidence that the belief in question has the properties that make it objectively 
epistemically desirable should be greater in Conviction than Mere Expectation (e.g., whilst your 
confidence in Mere Expectation that each letter is a potential source of knowledge might be a 
maximum of .95, your confidence in Conviction could be .99). Think about this in terms of the 



news we would rather receive about our beliefs. We would prefer to learn that we've made only 
one mistake in coming to believe some large number of propositions on diverse subject matters 
than learn that the expected number of errors in this collection greatly exceeds that. If that is right, 
we should accept that in the Conviction case, we can rationally retain the beliefs that were 
rationally formed before we learned about the mistake. But then, we should reject the consistency 
principle.  
 Here's a second line of argument for thinking that we should drop the consistency 
requirement. Consider three positions we might take with regard to this requirement and our 
tolerance principles:  
 
 Consistency 

Requirement 
Expected Error 
Tolerance 

Limited Expected 
Error Tolerance 

My view No Yes Yes 
Consistency (a) Yes Yes Yes 
Consistency (b) Yes Yes No 

 
We’re assuming that every view under consideration is an anti-sceptical view and that every anti-
sceptical view accepts Expected Error Tolerance. The interesting issue for those who defend the 
consistency requirement on collections of rational beliefs is to choose which tolerance principles 
they’d want to accept and to explain these principles.  
 Limited Expected Error Tolerance seems like an eminently reasonable principle. It’s easily 
vindicated by any view according to which it is only rational to believe p if it’s more likely than not 
that p. Thus, we might want to focus on the first set of options, one that upholds the two tolerance 
principles as well as the consistency requirement. The oddity of this combination of commitments, 
to my mind, is this. If this view is correct, either a rational belief or a body of evidence that 
rationally supports such a belief about the presence of falsehood is a rational toxin too powerful 
for continued rational support. (That, in essence, is a commitment of the consistency 
requirement.) My sense is that epistemologists spend far too much time thinking about the 
defeaters that come by way of full belief or conviction and not enough by way of credences or 
possibilities we assign positive probabilities to. If we accept Limited Expected Error Tolerance, 
we have to acknowledge that the possible presence of some rational toxins can itself sufficiently 
noxious to be a rational toxin in its own right. What we all need is some story about when and 
why evidence that indicates the possible presence of some rational toxin is itself too toxic for 
rational belief.  
 Here's a natural story, to my mind. If, in light of the evidence, the probability that a belief 
has an objectively undesirable epistemic property (e.g., that the belief is inaccurate) is too great, 
it's not rational to hold that belief. We don't need evidence that warrants the outright belief that 
some belief has this property to make it irrational to maintain this target belief. If, however, the 
probability that the belief has this property is too low, the possibility that the target belief has this 
property is rationally tolerable. This story is incompatible with the pro-consistency view we're 
considering. On the pro-consistency view, it is not rationally acceptable to believe the contents of 
each of the letters when the evidence warrants conviction that there is one error but states that it is 
rationally acceptable to believe when, in light of the evidence, the expected number of errors 
greatly exceeds one. In Conviction, the probability that a belief has an objectively undesirable 
property could be lower than it is in Mere Expectation. The pro-consistency view has to reject the 
probabilistic story that seems quite natural for explaining why tolerance for expected error has 
limits.  
 
4. An argument for the consistency requirement 
Let me conclude by addressing an argument for the consistency requirement. As I see it, we should 
accept the following claims:   



Small Risk: It can be rationally permissible to believe even if there's a 
small risk of violating some objective epistemic norm (e.g., the truth 
norm, the knowledge norm). 
Accumulated Risk: If each new belief carries only a small risk of 
violating some objective epistemic norm, we can continue to form new 
beliefs even if on the aggregate the probability of some such violation 
gets near certainty and the expected number of such errors greatly 
exceeds one.   
Known Violation: It can be rationally permissible to form (and retain) 
said beliefs even when it's known that precisely one of them violates 
the truth norm.12  

Smith disagrees. He seems to accept Small Risk and Accumulated Risk and so rejects Known 
Violation.13 To explain this choice, he asks us to consider this case:  

Looters: Suppose an electronics store is struck by looters during a riot. 
100 people carry televisions from the store, while the transaction 
record at the cash register indicates that only one television was 
legitimately purchased, though no receipt was issued. Suppose Joe is 
stopped by the police while carrying a television from the store and is 
promptly arrested and charged with theft. When his case comes to trial, 
the prosecution presents the evidence that Joe is one of the 100 people 
who carried a television from the store during the riot and that 99 of 
those people are guilty of theft (2021, 93). 

Smith insists that in this case, we cannot convict Joe or any of the others, arguing as follows: if it 
would be permissible to convict Joe, it would be permissible to convict the rest. But we know that 
one of them is innocent, so we must refrain from convicting each of them. (We seem to agree that 
convicting only some of the people in the store is not an acceptable response.)  
 It might seem to some that there are two potential problems with convicting in Looters. 
The first is that we'd be using naked statistical evidence to serve as the basis for conviction. The 
second is that if we convicted each person, we would perform a collection of actions that, inter 
alia, would involve convicting an innocent person. Smith uses this second (putatively) intolerable 
consequence to explain why the first is intolerable. The problem I have with his preferred 
explanation is that I think we often should perform a series of actions that, inter alia, means we'd 
know we'd convicted an innocent person. Why does Smith think we shouldn't do that?   
 He thinks that convicting all 100 is, "tantamount to deliberately convicting an innocent 
person" (2001, 95). He thinks the situation is, in some respects, similar to cases from ethics classes 
where some small-town sheriff contemplates knowingly framing someone to restore order and 
prevent a mob from killing 99. He acknowledges that the analogy isn't perfect:  

There are, of course, some notable differences between the two cases. 
In the ethics test case, as usually described, there is a particular, known 
individual we can choose to convict. In the present example [of 
Looters], we have the choice of convicting some innocent individual 
or other, without knowing who the individual is. The former, we may 
say, is a matter of deliberately convicting an innocent de re while the 
latter is a matter of deliberately convicting an innocent de dicto. While 
this is worth pointing out, it has no obvious relevance for the 

 
12 For a helpful overview of options and the difficult choices we have to make when we think about the aggregation 
of the risk of violating a non-consequentialist norm, see Lee-Stronach (2021).  
13 Smith seems to think that risk (understood probabilistically) does not quite have the normative significance I take 
it to. See Smith (forthcoming a). I worry that views that use normalcy or modal notions (e.g.,  (Whiting, 2022)) to rank 
options might clash some very attractive principles (e.g., stochastic dominance) about how we ought to choose in the 
face of uncertainty (Littlejohn, 2023).  



permissibility of these actions. The intention element of criminal 
offences can be satisfied by intentions that are either de re or de dicto 
in the sense defined here. To satisfy the intention element of, say, 
murder or theft, it is sufficient that one intend to kill/take the property 
of some person or other (2001, 95). 

Still, though, he thinks the analogy is close enough and that much as we shouldn't convict a 
collection if it contains someone known de re to be innocent, we shouldn't perform a collection of 
convictions if it's known de dicto that an innocent would be convicted. 
 Consider, then, a moral argument and an analogous epistemological one:  

Against Convicting Given Knowledge of Innocence 
M1. It would be wrong to convict given knowledge de re of innocence.  
M2. There is no moral difference between convicting given knowledge 
de re of innocence and knowledge de dicto of innocence.  
MC. Thus, it is wrong to convict given only knowledge de dicto of an 
innocent being convicted.  
 
Against Believing Given Knowledge of Error 
E1. It would be wrong to believe given knowledge de re of error.  
E2. There is no epistemic difference between believing given 
knowledge de re of error and knowledge de dicto of error.  
EC. Thus, it is wrong to believe given knowledge de dicto of error. 

The argument for EC doesn't tell us whether it is also intolerable to hold a set of beliefs when the 
expected number of errors in that collection is much greater than one, but we know that if we 
endorse this reasoning and reject Known Violation, we'll either have to say that we should prefer 
belief sets with a greater number of expected errors to one that contains only one or embrace the 
sceptical view that says that it's not rational to hold large belief sets when the expected number of 
errors it contains exceeds one. Neither response strikes me as plausible, so I'll need to address the 
epistemic argument.  
 The first thing I want to note in response to Smith's argument is that his crucial assumption 
that there's no normative difference between knowing de re and de dicto that an innocent will be 
convicted is quite controversial. Seeing why that is will hopefully be instructive. Recall Scanlon's 
example involving the transmitter room (1998, 235). A technician is tangled in wires and will die 
a very painful death from electrical shocks if we do not shut down the broadcast. If we do stop 
the broadcast to free our technician, football fans will miss the first fifteen minutes of the World 
Cup final. Scanlon wants us to compare the complaints that the technician could raise if we keep 
the broadcast going and the complaints of the fans if we cut the power to free the technician:  

• On the one hand, if we compare the complaints of the technician and 
of one fan (e.g., Oliver Miller from Ruislip), it's clear that the 
technician's complaint is weightier.  

• On the other, if we combine the complaints of each fan into one 
aggregate complaint (where each additional complaint adds the same 
weight), the technician's complaint would no longer be the weightiest.  

Scanlon thinks we should not 'combine' complaints and rather thinks only the complaints of 
individuals should be compared in trying to decide what to do. The aggregate of football fans is 
not, he thinks, an object of moral concern. If so and the only objects of moral concern are distinct 
individuals, perhaps respecting the separateness of persons requires respecting this constraint that 
we focus on individuals and only the interests of individuals. 
 Suppose we wanted to formulate a view that both respected Scanlon's individualist 
constraint and told us what to do in the face of uncertainty? A natural first idea is that a complaint's 
weight might be determined by the magnitude of harm and the probability that it's suffered by 
some individual. This seems to lead naturally to a view that predicts that the difference between 



knowing de re that someone will suffer a harm or loss and knowing that de dicto has considerable 
moral significance. Consider one more example, modified from (Otsuka, 2015). A pathogen 
carrying comet will strike Nebraska and cause a plague that will kill millions if we do nothing. We 
can destroy the comet using a missile. We can destroy it using a laser. Either way, we prevent the 
pathogen from killing millions. If we fire the missile, however, a piece of the missile will hurtle 
towards Boca Raton and strike Bob Belichek costing him his right arm. If we fire the laser, the 
dust from the comet will drift over California. This tiny bit of dust will be inhaled by one person 
and will be fatal to them, but it's completely random who will be the unlucky person who inhales 
it.  

• On the one hand, if we compare the complaints of Bob (I'll lose an 
arm!) and Brenda Oglethorpe of Cool, CA (There's a 1/40,000,000 
chance that I'll inhale this dust!), it's clear that Bob's complaint is 
weightier.  

• On the other, if we combine the complaints of each of the 40,000,000 
Californians, it's clear that Bob's complaint is less weighty.  

If the only locus of moral concern is an individual and not some abstract California resident who 
somehow never once resided in California, we might focus on just the comparative weightiness of 
the complaints of Bob and each Californian like Brenda. If so, we might fire the missile instead of 
the laser.14  
 We now find that many epistemologists endorse the separateness of propositions and so 
presumably accept something like Scanlon’s idea that the loci of epistemic concern will be 
individual beliefs and their properties.15 When we think about the letters case, the situation looks 
like this:  

• If (for each proposition) we compare the 'complaints' about 
suspension (That’s almost certain to be something I’d know!) and 
about belief (There’s a tiny chance that’s normally rationally tolerable 
that this belief will be false!), it’s clear that the complaints about 
suspending are weightier.  

Belief compares favourably to suspension in each case. The second part of the separateness idea 
is the negative claim that we cannot simply aggregate collections of beliefs and think of such 
collections and their properties as a second locus of epistemic concern.   
 If this is correct, it tells us what matters and what doesn't when we learn that a collection 
contains a falsehood. What’s relevant is the risk in each individual case that a belief has an 
undesirable property. Further information about the collection (e.g., that it contains an error, that 
the expected number of errors is this or that) has no relevance to questions about whether to 
believe or suspend in any particular case. If we believe in the separateness of propositions and 
understand that in the way I’ve suggested, we should not be surprised that is an epistemic difference 
between believing given knowledge de re of error and knowledge de dicto of error. Believing given 
knowledge de re of error is believing something known to be false. Believing given knowledge de 
dicto of error (except in the degenerate case where we’re dealing with one belief) does not compel 
us to see any ‘choice’ between belief and suspension as one in which we’d take on a belief as having 

 
14 If this seems outrageous, note that Bob would gladly trade places with a Californian if the choice was the sure loss 
of an arm and the 1/40,000,000 chance of losing his life. And if that doesn’t help, remember that I’m describing a 
moral view, not endorsing it.  
15 Whilst I do not agree that the separateness point causes trouble for reliabilism, per se, I do believe that the point 
causes trouble for epistemic consequentialism (Littlejohn, 2012), but perhaps not for every form of teleological view 
(Littlejohn, 2018). The separateness of propositions is not easy to formulate and requires defence. For scepticism 
about the idea, see Sharadin (2018) and Talbot (2014). In my view, epistemic norms are silent on whether trade-offs 
are permitted because they are concerned with the properties of individual beliefs only, though I agree with Sharadin 
that a parallel view in ethics is impossible to defend. Even some of the most important critics of aggregation in ethics 
think that some trade-offs are required or permitted (Taurek, 2021).  



an objectively undesirable property. This de dicto knowledge matters only insofar as it gives us 
reasons to increase or decrease our confidence that some belief or suspension has an objectively 
undesirable property. I would recommend comparing belief to suspension in light of this 
information on the basis of their respective expected objective epistemic desirability. In doing so, 
we wouldn’t have any reason to think that accepting Small Risk and Accumulated Risk compels us 
to reject Known Violation. We should accept all three.     
 
Conclusion 
I've shown that there is an interesting notion of belief that differs from Lockean belief and weak 
belief, one that plays an important role in rationalising emotional responses. This notion is 
interesting because it seems that rationally being in this state requires something besides or beyond 
a high degree of confidence that the target proposition is true, as evidenced by the fact that naked 
statistical evidence might warrant a high degree of confidence that, in turn, rationalises hoping or 
fearing that p without being pleased or displeased by the (apparent) fact that p. Belief, so 
understood, might be rational but mistaken and it's an interesting question whether a collection of 
such states might each be rational when it's certain that they cannot all be correct. I've argued that 
a thinker might rationally hold a collection of such states even if they're known to be inconsistent 
and tried to show that this isn't surprising if we accept the separateness of propositions. If we 
accept that, then the knowledge that a collection contains a falsehood only has an indirect bearing 
on the rational status of individual beliefs. My hunch is that it bears on the rationality of full belief 
only by giving us evidence that the belief does (or does not) have desirable properties. In my view, 
such information about the collection only makes beliefs irrational if it's a sufficiently strong 
indicator of ignorance (i.e., only if the probability that this belief is knowledge is insufficiently high) 
(Littlejohn & Dutant, 2021). Since being part of a large collection of otherwise promising beliefs 
known to contain a single falsehood is often excellent evidence that a belief constitutes knowledge, 
it seems that such knowledge is no real threat to the rational status of these beliefs.16     
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